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The Prospect of Immortality
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Over a five year period, Murray Ballard gained 
unprecedented access into the world of cryonics: the 
process of freezing a person after death in the hope that 
scientific advances may one day be able to bring them back 
to life. 

The Prospect of Immortality takes us on a journey through 
the tiny yet dedicated international cryonics community: 
from the retirement town of Peacehaven, England; to high-
tech laboratories in Arizona, United States; through to more 
rudimentary facilities of Kriorus on the outskirts of Moscow, 
Russia. Approximately two hundred people worldwide 
are currently suspended in liquid nitrogen, with a further 
thousand signed up for the process after they die. 
 
Images of the technical processes involved are  
presented alongside portraits of the people engaged in the 
quest to overcome the ‘problem’ of death.  
While the cryonics community is often ridiculed for 
their views, Ballard’s work aims to present an objective 
investigation that allows us to reflect on the ethics of 
cryonics, and consider whether this is a fantasy world of 
science fiction, or genuine scientific innovation. 
 
This is Ballard’s first major exhibition. Selected works from 
the project have been shown as part of group exhibitions 
at The Dick Institute, Kilmarnock; Northern Gallery for 
Contemporary Art, Sunderland; Format International 
Photography Festival in Derby; and the Centro Cultural de 
Espana in Mexico City for the Transitio_mx 05 festival. 

In April 2016 The Prospect of Immortality was published as 
a 185 page, hardback, clothbound book by GOST.

Also available as part of this exhibition are smartphone 
activated QR tags (presented alongside some of the 
photographs) that enable visitors to listen directly to the 
people involved, or download short texts that challenge or 
confirm their assumptions about cryonics. 
 
 

As debut projects go, 
Ballard could scarcely 
have chosen a more 
intriguing subject
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Patient care bay, Alcor Life Extension Foundation 
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
October 2006

DNA archive
Macclesfield, Cheshire, UK
February 2009



Portable perfusion kit
Peacehaven, Sussex, UK
May 2007

Matthew Sullivan working on a new prototype operating table
Suspended Animation Inc. Florida, USA
April 2010



Patient #4 
KrioRus facility, Alabushevo (near Moscow), Russia 
September 2010

Roman Lyubimov arrives with a pet dog from Slovenia ready for cryopreservation. 
Kriorus facility, Alabushevo (near Moscow) Russia
February 2010



Murray Ballard (b.1983) is a photographer based in Brighton, 
UK and is one of the brightest young photographers around 
today. He was selected for Fresh Faced and Wild Eyed 
2008, the annual showcase of work by the ‘most promising 
recent graduates’ at The Photographers’ Gallery, London. 
In 2009 he was the Flash Forward Winner awarded by The 
Magenta Foundation, Canada and in 2011 the British Journal 
of Photography recognised him as one of the ‘Emerging 
Photographers of Note’. 

More recently, Ballard has received commissions by 
FotoDocument, his resulting photo-esssay featuring as part 
of the Brighton Photo Biennial and has exhibited works 
from The Prospect of Immortality at group exhibitions 
at The Dick Institute, Kilmarnock; Northern Gallery for 
Contemporary Art, Sunderland; Format International 
Photography Festival in Derby; and the Centro Cultural de 
Espana in Mexico City for the Transitio_mx 05 festival. 

His work has been published in many international 
magazines and newspapers including: The Guardian, The 
Independent, The Telegraph, Wired, GEO, Intelligence in 
Lifestyle, and the photography journals: 8, YVI and HotShoe.

Ballard’s first publication The Prospect of Immortality was 
published by GOST in April 2016. 
 

Murray Ballard

Ballard sensitively 
portrays the people 
involved, offering a 
human dimension 
to his account of 
this 21st century 
attempt to conquer 
the age old quest for 
immortality.

Seesaw magazine

Murray Ballard on location in Russia 
using a large-format field camera
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Your venue will receive the full exhibition of 34 artworks as detailed below, supplied ready 
to hang, for a period of 8 weeks, plus additional time for installation and take-down. The 
works can be edited as required to best fit your space. A full range of interpretation and 
supporting materials will help your visitors  engage with the exhibiton. Advice and expertise 
from the Impressions team is available to help you stage the exhibition to best suit your 
venue and context. 

List of works 
26 colour photographs, mounted on aluminium 40” x 32” 
8 colour photographs, mounted on aluminium 30” x 24”
 
Technical and installation
Technical advice and touring handbook supplied. 
Venue to provide their own technician.  
 
Space required
Approximately 50 - 80 linear metres.  Impressions can provide advice on editing and 
installing the exhibition to suit your space.

Transport and insurance
Hiring venues are responsible for onward transport if the exhibition is on consecutive tour, 
otherwise two-way transport is payable.Venues are responsible for insurance in transit and 
in situ.
 
Hire Fee
£2,500+vat 

 
 
 

Exhibition package

Ballard takes no moral angle on this 
attempt to beat the age-old fact of 
mortality; instead he affords his subject 
something of the clinical aura of a 
modern-day alchemical laboratory as 
towers of icy steam emerge ghostily 
from grids of metal piping. 
 
The Guardian



Engaging with your visitors
 
Interpretation

Text for introduction panel supplied as InDesign file (venue to adapt to produce own •	
vinyl wall lettering)
Laminated exhibition guides and/or templates for venue to produce own guide•	
Text supplied to produce A4 information sheet including large print version.•	
Artist information folder•	
Artist questionnaire•	
Suggested selection of books for visitors’ reading table•	

Audience engagement and education

Access to wordpress website with QR tag content, including audio files and extended •	
image captions. This innovative interactive interpretation allows visitors to use their 
mobile phones to access extended information about selected photographs in the 
exhibition.
QR tags supplied as jpeg files to be produced by venue•	
Gallery Trail - A3 activity pack for younger visitors supplied as InDesign file•	

Press and marketing

Text supplied for press release for venue to adapt to your own context•	
A selection of hi-res press images supplied as jpgs•	
Mention of tour venue/exhibition in Impressions e-newsletter reaching 8,000 readers•	

For your shop

Accompanying full colour, hardback publication available from the artist RRP £35•	

Credits

A touring exhibition by Impressions Gallery, curated by Anne McNeill.

Congratulations on 
presenting a subject that 
is not easy to access. 
Expert photography. 
 
Exhibition visitor



Anne McNeill (Curator) 
 
Anne McNeill is Impressions Gallery’s Director. She 
has curated numerous major retrospectives of mid 
career artists such as Joy Gregory and Paul Reas, as 
well as Cockroach Diary & other stories by Anna Fox, 
which was shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Award 
2010.

 
Impressions Gallery 
 
Impressions Gallery is a charity that helps people 
understand the world through photography. The 
Gallery collaborates with photographers and 
organisations nationally and internationally to 
commission, exhibit and publish photography. Our 
work with new emerging photographers and often-
overlooked artists cements and builds their careers.  
 
Established in 1972 as one of the first specialist 
photographic galleries in Europe, Impressions 
has grown to become one of the UK’s leading 
independent venues for contemporary photography. 
We are located in the heart of Bradford, UNESCO City 
of Film. We work with local communities and young 
people to make photography accessible to all through 
our formal and informal education. Impressions is 
a not-for-profit organisation and registered charity,  
funded by Arts Council England as a National Portfolio 
Organisation, and suported by Bradford Metropolitan 
District Council.
www.impressions-gallery.com 
 

Contact 

Impressions Gallery, Centenary Square 
Bradford, BD1 1SD
01274 737843
touring@impressions-gallery.com


